SCRIBELINER Mark Series Stylus Markers use a drop and drag process to form characters. This style of marking results in extremely clear character definition. QuietMark marking systems are designed for factory conditions, yet operate so quietly, they are suitable for office environments in applications such as nameplate marking.

The versatile Scribeliner QuietMark marking heads can be mounted to a manually adjustable height column, fix-mounted as an automatic Nameplate Feed System, or installed as a separate head for production line integration. The QuietMark 1 has a 3" x 4" marking field, while the QuietMark 2 features a generous 6" x 6" marking field.
**Scribeliner QuietMark** marking heads are frequently designed with custom-engineered marking fields and clamp tooling. Schmidt’s extensive design experience results in durable, ergonomic, high production marking tooling, such as the system at the right, designed for an automotive application.
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**MARKING SYSTEM**

- **Electrical Service:** 110VAC
- **Pneumatic Service:** 85 psi, 2-3 SCFM average
- **Column Mount Version Die Space:** 12"
- **Marking Field:** 3" x 4" and 6" x 6" or custom
- **Stylus Type:** drop and drag style with carbide tip
- **Stylus Z-Axis:** Manual hand crank
- **Actuation:** Keyboard, custom signal or foot switch
- **Character Height:** Variable from .040" to marking field limit
- **Marking Speed:** 3 characters per second
- **Warranty:** 30-months on parts and workmanship
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**SOFTWARE FEATURES**

- Menu-driven WYSI/WYG operation
- Variable speed, character size and marking depth
- Five standard fonts
- Import AutoCad images. Scale, rotate and position as required
- Automatic date/time codes
- Serial marking with infinite increment/decrement
- Most data interfaces accepted: data files, serial ports, multiple routing and variable search tables, vision reading systems
- Full password security for up to 16 users
- Saves different part numbers in files for quick retrieval and for ISO traceability
- Customization available
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**AVAILABLE OPTIONS**

- Custom parts fixture
- Magnetic clamp fixture
- Nameplate holding clamp
- Nameplate shuttle feed system with de-stacker
- Additional fonts
- StyleWrite for Windows operating software
- Bar code scanner
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